
Volunteer Role –Megamobile Care Team

Title Position: Mobile Resource Unit (Megamobile) Care Team

Purpose of role: To develop this facility for the wider benefit of Crossfire Trust, church
community’s and other groups that care for the poor amongst us

Sample activities:
1. Creatively marketing and making the Megamobile resource known to key targeted

groups and organisations for hire
2. Fund-raising for the Megamobile project so it more than covers its running costs
3. Driving the vehicle to shows, sporting events, etc
4. Ensuring it is clean inside and out before going to an event and also on return
5. Ensuring that the basic mechanical checks are regularly carried out

Timeframe:
Length of commitment:

We want you to simply be a part of something that’s novel and fun and so our hope
is that you’ll enjoy the experience of working in this vocation so much that you will 
stick around for a while and encourage others to come and help out to.

Estimated number of hours:
A minimum of two hours a week, or four hours every fortnight. Variable commitment,
dependent on demand for vehicle use.

Who you report to:
Work done will be under the planning and coordination of the Director of Crossfire
Trust and Volunteer Manager at Darkley House.

Desirable attributes:
 Pro-active people who can present and market this great resource
 Those who can develop and implement a strategy and work towards it
 Those who can creatively redesign aspects of the vehicle’s interior and point out 

areas of improvement
 Those with mechanical knowledge and skill to carry out essential vehicle checks

regularly but also to operate the two sliding pods and special needs lift
 Those who can work in a cross-community context
 Those who can agree with the goals and objectives of the Trust
 Those who wish to sensitively help others in life’s journey

What you get from your time with the Mega mobile
 The joy of seeing a job well done –orientation available
 Learning and developing skills in marketing and promotion –training available
 Satisfaction of working with a diverse team
 Being part of a movement for change which cares for the south Armagh area
 Make new friends and meet others from different cultural backgrounds
 ‘Thank you’ days and evenings where we celebrate volunteering together

Expenses: Travel expenses and additional expenses incurred reimbursed as
requested, with the prior agreement of the volunteer manager

Further Information: Crossfire Trust on 028 3753 1636 admin@crossfiretrust.net
Get more familiar with our work through our web site at www.crossfiretrust.net


